Preserving the User’s Privacy in Web Search Engines

Alexandre Viejo
Web search engines (WSEs) answer user queries but they also generate and store query logs.
Introduction

Example: AOL Query Log; 20 million web search queries (500k users)
(http://www.cim.mcgill.ca/~dudek/206/Logs/AOL-user-ct-collection/)
Introduction

Example: AOL Query Log; obtaining interests and other data.

12482826  get your ex eating out of the palm of your hand let him see what he's missing  2006-03-24 14:07:43
12482826  improve your looks for your ex  2006-03-24 14:10:43 4  http://www.naturalhealthweb.com
12482826  improve your looks for your exboyfriend  2006-03-24 14:19:43
12482826  improve your looks for your exboyfriend  2006-03-24 14:19:45 8  http://www.mynippon.com
12482826  show your exboyfriend what he's missing by looking hotter  2006-03-24 14:22:53
12482826  tips on how to look sexy and get your exboyfriend back  2006-03-24 14:35:30 6  http://www.bosshair.com
12482826  new hott hairdos  2006-03-24 14:45:22
12482826  tips on spiral curling and other cute hairstyles  2006-03-24 14:46:07
12482826  crazy lyrics by kc&jojo  2006-05-10 10:54:22 1  http://www.geocities.com

13 queries from user 12482826, what can we get from this stuff?
Example: AOL Query Log; obtaining interests and other data.

User 12482826 is interested/related to (knowledge base: the Web):

also: “cute hairstyles” and “looking hotter to get her boyfriend back”.
Introduction

Personalized web search

*Query disambiguation*: “Mercury” can refer to the planet or to the chemical element.

---

Query logs

User profiles (interests, etc.)

---

Improve economical benefits WSE

*Personalized advertising*. [6]

*User profiles can be sold to law enforcement agencies*. [6,7,8]
Introduction

Building user profiles requires identifying the users. How does it happen?


IP addresses.

Browser cookies.

Browser search bars (e.g. Google Toolbar).

Browser version and configuration data (device fingerprinting):
*P. Eckersley, “How unique is your web browser?”* [10]
Next problem: Can pseudo-identifiers reveal the **real identity** of users?

An Internet Service Provider (ISP) can connect the IP address linked to a bunch of queries with the complete name of the user who submitted them.

A user who logs in to an account associated to a WSE and submits queries, enables the WSE to link these queries with that account.

A user can submit a query about personal information which identifies her uniquely: her name, national ID, etc. (vanity search)

A single query might not reveal the real identity of a certain user but the aggregation of several queries might do it → Thelma Arnold case [14].
Thelma Arnold case [14]:

Among a list of 20 million Web search queries collected by AOL and released on the Internet is user No. 4417749 (number assigned by AOL to protect the user’s anonymity).

4417749 conducted hundreds of searches over a three-month period on topics ranging from:

“60 single men”
“dog that urinates on everything”
“landscapers in Lilburn, Georgia”
several people with the last name “Arnold”

The data trail pointed to Thelma Arnold, a 62-year-old widow who lives in Lilburn, Ga.
Introduction

WSEs know our identity, our interests, etc. What is the big deal?

User profiles may contain sensitive information like diseases, sexual tendencies, economical status, etc → privacy threat.

This information is stored in a database far from our control. Is it safe enough?

In the AOL scandal [14], 20 million queries made by thousands of users were publicly disclosed for research purposes.

Users profiles can also be stolen by hackers.

Users profiles can also be disclosed by error.

Or they can be directly sold by the WSEs.

Conclusion: there is room for privacy-preserving schemes that enable the privacy-aware users to work with WSEs.
Current proposals: two approaches

1) Conceal the real identity of the user in front of the WSE.
   Using a dynamic IP and a plain web browser without cookies is a simple example of this.
   Other methods include the use of anonymizing proxies (e.g. Tor [15]) + HTML header filters (e.g. Privoxy).
   This approach pursues total user anonymity – queries cannot be linked to the users and the WSEs cannot build profiles – good for the privacy, bad for the usefulness (WSEs cannot provide personalized web search).

2) Distort the user profile by submitting fake queries to the WSE.
   This is based on submitting fake queries to the WSE together with legitimate ones – the user profile will contain a mix of real and fake interests – real sensitive data cannot be unequivocally identified.
   This approach enables us to build profiles with a trade-off between privacy and usefulness.
### Distorting user profiles

There are two main categories: *multi-party* and *single-party*

1) **Multi-party protocols (or p2p protocols).**

   Require **external entities** (e.g., human users, central servers, etc.). Users submit queries generated by other users.

   **Good:** Fake queries are real queries generated by real users
   \[\rightarrow\] difficult to detect.

   **Bad:** Slow response time and availability problems. It is difficult to control the contents of the fake queries.

2) **Single-party protocols (or stand-alone protocols).**

   Work directly in the computer of the user. Fake queries are synthetic.

   **Good:** Full control over the contents of the fake queries. No response time or availability issues.

   **Bad:** Fake queries can be detected as “computer-generated”.

Multi-party protocols


Protocol Overview:

**Step-1:** Users willing to submit a search query get in touch via a central server.

**Step-2:** Users form a p2p group of “n” users. All queries are shuffled and distributed (we use: ElGamal encryption, ElGamal re-masking, permutation).
Multi-party protocols


Protocol Overview:

**Step-3**: Users submit their assigned query, get the answer and distribute it to the whole group. Each user gets the answer to her specific query (and n-1 additional answers which are discarded).
Multi-party protocols


Discussion:

The central node is a clear bottle-neck and building a group for each query is time consuming (but **dynamic groups** are good for the privacy!!).

**Real tests** with groups of 3 users give a response time of **5.2 sec. 3.2 sec.** in:


Only considers **semi-honest** adversaries → everyone follows the specified protocol. The following two papers address this point:


This proposal generates a distorted profile that will contain **random fake interests** (only 1/n will correspond to legitimate interests). The **resulting profile will be very useless**.
Multi-party protocols


Overview:

**Step-0**: Users are *logically* and *permanently* connected using an already deployed *social network*.

**Step-1**: A user willing to submit a query can submit it directly to google or forward it to one of her friends in the social network (a heuristic is defined for this purpose).

**Overview:**

**Step-2:** the friend in turn can submit the query to Google or forward it again to another friend (a heuristic decides that).

**Step-3:** there is a user that submits the query to the WSE. The answer is forwarded following the reverse path.
Multi-party protocols


Discussion:

It is a variation of “Crowds”.


Benefits: i) use of already deployed social networks; ii) considers that to conceal a user her queries have to be uniformly distributed among the rest of the users [28].

The source of the query is not known, each user only knows the predecessor and the successor in the path → Privacy.

Weak against the predecessor attack [29](like Crowds).

The use of already established groups reduces the response time.

Use of groups of friends → better profile usefulness because friends are expected to share similar interests (proof is not provided).
Moving to single-party protocols

General problems of multi-party protocols:

Response time in seconds (3.2 seconds in the best situation).

Direct query to Google: 300 ms.

We depend on others, will they be available? will they collaborate?

We submit queries of other users to the WSE. Are we comfortable with that? are the contents of these queries useful to generate our desired distorted profile?

Single-party schemes seem more promising:

They are suited to provide fast response times.

They do not suffer availability problems.

They have full control over the contents of the fake queries → they can control the level of detail of the profile build by the WSE → we can improve profile usefulness.

Problem: synthetic queries are “detectable” → we have to work on that.
Overview and Discussion:

TrackMeNot is a Firefox plugin that **periodically issues randomized search-queries** to the WSE. It hides real user queries in a **bunch of real/fake queries**.

Fake queries are **selected in a random way from blog entries or news headlines**.

Example of fake queries (gathered from the log file):

- [QUERY] engine=google | query='inside microsoft autopilot nadella'
- [QUERY] engine=google | query='meet genius sochi opening'
- [QUERY] engine=google | query='thai election rejected''
- [QUERY] engine=google | query='stripped business'
- [QUERY] engine=google | query='snipers'
- [QUERY] engine=google | query='sports live updates from winter'

This scheme generates a user profile containing a **mix of legitimate and fully random interests** → random profile → **useless profile**.

According to [30], an aware WSE can detect fake queries analyzing the grammatical construction and the semantics.
Overview and Discussion:

GooPIR only works with **one-term queries**. A **thesaurus** is used to obtain the fake terms according to their **frequency of appearance**.

This system submits a **unique** query to the WSE that contains fake terms together with the **legitimate ones**. **All terms are permuted**.

Example: legitimate query → “university” (frequency: 0.0064)

Final query submitted: **number OR university OR better OR man**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>number</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>university</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>better</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resulting profile contains a **mix of legitimate and fully random interests** → random profile → **useless profile**.

An aware WSE can detect fake queries using semantics [30].

**Overview and Discussion:**

Scheme that requires **deep changes at the WSE side** but focuses on the trade-off between privacy and profile usefulness.

Users can **choose the content and degree of detail** of the profile information which is exposed to the WSE.

User submits **her query and a partial user profile managed by herself**, the WSE personalizes the results using this information.

**Module Search Wrapper** at the WSE side:
Overview and Discussion:

The partial user profile submitted by the user is organized as a tree. The user selects the level of detail of the information shown to the WSE:

Authors assume that the WSE does not store any additional information from the user –> **semi-honest** WSE –> it follows the specified protocol.

**Deep changes at the WSE** + Semi-honest WSE –> quite unrealistic.
Single-party protocols


Overview and Discussion:

Scheme that enables the users to decide the semantic distance between legitimate and fake interests → trade-off between privacy and useful profile.

Does not require changes at the server side.

The system generates $m$ fake queries which are submitted at the same time or with a certain delay together with the authentic one.

Fake queries are generated using ODP (Open Directory Project) [26]. This is a knowledge base that allows us to semantically interpret the original interests and control the distance between fake interests and authentic ones.

Overview and Discussion:

ODP is a knowledge-base constructed and maintained by volunteer editors. Its purpose is to list and categorize web sites. Manually created categories are classified following a tree structure and associated with related web resources.
Single-party protocols


Overview and Discussion:

Workflow example assuming m=1 (one fake query for each legitimate one):

Proposed System

"tomato" → "carrots"

"tomato" → "carrots"

Distance applied

Top/Cooking/Soups and Stews/Fruit and Vegetable/Tomatoes

Top/Cooking/Soups and Stews/Fruit and Vegetable/Carrots

→ carrots

Overview and Discussion:

How the distance is applied (parameters fixed by the user):
Single-party protocols


Overview and Discussion:

This scheme does not deal properly with queries containing multiple terms (we name these ones “complex queries”).

We evaluated the AOL query log and we found that around 60% of the legitimate queries submitted by real users contained more than one word — clear problem that requires attention.

We provide support for complex queries in:


Use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools to detect the Noun-Phrases (NPs) (assumed to be the units of meaning) of the legitimate queries.

Peter
NN
likes
VB
exciting
JJ
water
NN
sports
NN

Peter
NP
likes
VP
exciting
JJ
water
NN
sports
NN

Overview and Discussion:

We provide support for complex queries in:


The notion of Information Content (IC) is used select the NP (from all the extracted NPs) that provides the highest quantity of information.

Note that, the IC of a term \( t \) is computed as the inverse of the probability of finding \( t \) in a certain knowledge base (WordNet [31] and ODP in our case).

A generic term like “Europe” has a low IC.
A specific term like “Tom Cruise” has a high IC.

The main interest of the whole complex query is assumed to be the interest of the most informative NP –> the rest of the protocol works in a similar way to (4).
Overview and Discussion:

(4) And other related works assume that past queries effectively reflect the real interests of the user and can be used to create utility-preserving fake queries. This assumption does not always hold:

1. Circumstantially, users may submit several queries related to a certain topic which is quite far from their real interests.

2. Users can submit quite inaccurate queries to the WSE expecting better suggestions → inaccuracy adds bias.

3. If 2 users share the same web search system the past queries will reflect the aggregated interests of both of them.

4. Queries have no fixed structure → it is difficult to extract accurate interests.

Other sources of data to obtain the interests of the user should be investigated.
Single-party protocols


Overview and Discussion:

Legitimate interests are extracted from their social network account (e.g., Twitter) instead of past searches.

Assumption: Micro-interests (detailed interests) are very useful to provide personalized web search but they are dangerous from the privacy point of view. Macro-interests (general interests) are useful to provide personalized web search and they do not disclose enough sensitive information.

Fake queries: 1) Hide real micro-interests among fake but realistic interests (privacy). 2) Force the WSE to build a user profile with the real macro-interests of the user (usefulness).

A profile is a set of categories (science, sports, etc) with a relative weight.

We consider a local profile (extracted from Twitter) and a public profile (local representation of the user profile that, we assume, is being built by the WSE).

**Overview and Discussion:**

**Step-1: The system builds the local profile the user’s social network account.**

- “Planet found orbiting sun-like star”
- “Communications satellite falls after launch”

Extract and classify noun-phrases (NLP + ODP)

- Planet → Science
- Sun-like star → Science
- Comm. satellite → Business
- Launch → Science

Update the Local Profile

**Local profile:**
- Science: 3 (75%)
- Business: 1 (25%)
- Arts: 0 (0%)
- Sports: 0 (0%)

Overview and Discussion:

Step-2: User submits a legitimate query.

Extract and classify noun-phrases

Leo Messi → Sports

Public profile:
Science: 0 (0%)
Business: 0 (0%)
Arts: 0 (0%)
Sports: 1 (100%)
Overview and Discussion:

Step-3: Fake query is generated and submitted.

Select the category of the new fake query

Obtain the query and submit it

Update the Public Profile

Local profile:
- Science: 75%
- Business: 25%
- Arts: 0%
- Sports: 0%

Public profile:
- Science: 0%
- Business: 0%
- Arts: 0%
- Sports: 100%

Difference:
- Science: 75%
- Business: 25%
- Arts: 0%
- Sports: -100%

Obtain the query and submit it

Science $\rightarrow$ Climate change

“Climate change”

Public profile:
- Science: 1 (50%)
- Business: 0 (0%)
- Arts: 0 (0%)
- Sports: 1 (50%)
Open problems

1) Synthetic fake queries are “detectable” using semantics, grammatical construction, etc –> Find a way to evaluate their “detectability” (i.e, evaluate their quality) and how to improve it.

2) Fake queries are assumed to be submitted in certain periods of time but the specific sending procedure has received little attention. Note that a predictable procedure can be learnt by the WSEs and allow them to detect the fake queries. (can we imitate a human behavior?)

3) It is assumed that the WSE profiles the users following certain categories and a system based on weights. This concept is extracted from the literature on profilers (of social networks or other web 2.0 applications) but there is no proof that a certain WSE profiles its users in that way.

4) A study about the willingness of real users to use all these provided privacy-preserving schemes is strongly required. This would help us to design arguably usable methods.
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